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Abst ract - -We consider the one-degree reduction problem with endpoint interpolation in the 
L l-norm. We obtain the best one-degree reduction of Bdzier curve of the degree n _< 5 with endpoint 
interpolation by using perfect splines. For the general degree n, we propose a 'good' one-degree 
reduction by use of an appropriate transform of the Tchebycheff polynomials Un(x) of the second 
kind of degree n. By use of the good one-degree reduction, subdivision algorithm is given to get 
one-degree reduced Bdzier curve within a given tolerance e. Some numerical experiments are also 
given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Degree reduction of a Bdzier curve 
n 
fn(t) = y~biB '~( t ) ,  t e [0, 11, 
i----0 
of degree n in T~ s amounts to finding a Bdzier curve 
m 
p,~(t) = y~b,B '~( t ) ,  t e [0, 1], 
i=0 
of a prescribed egree m < n, where B-~(t) = (hi)t i (1 - t )  n - '  (i = 0,1 , . . . ,n ) ,  such that a 
b n suitable distance d(fn, Pro) is minimized in [0,1]. This { i}i=0 in fn are called the control points 
of the Bdzier curve. In practice, most computer systems are designed to process curves less than 
equal to a fixed maximum degree. Given a Bdzier curve of degree higher than the maximum that 
the system can deal with, we must replace it by a curve of lower degree. This often occurs when 
trying to interface programs from two different computer systems. 
For this degree reduction problem, it is sufficient o investigate the single-valued or functional 
case only. That is, we use the scalar-valued function fn( t ) ,pm(t)  and bi,bi in 7~ instead of 
?The work was partly supported by MOST and TGRC-KOSEF .  
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f,*(t), p,~(t) and bl, bi, respectively. Furthermore, we will restrict ourselves to the very special 
case m -- n - 1. For reducing the degree from n to m with m < n - 1, one-degree reduction 
scheme may be used recursively. 
One can find several schemes producing solutions for this approximation problem. These 
schemes mainly differ in the choice of distance function. In the Tchebycheff-norm, the best one- 
degree reduction is obtained by use of the Tchebycheff polynomials T,*(x) of the first kind [1]. 
Also, it is well known that the Tchebycheff polynomials Un (x) of the second kind and the Legendre 
polynomials Pn(x) give the best approximations in the LLnorm and L2-norm, respectively, [2]. 
Since practically, subdivisions are used to reduce errors in approximation, it is desirable to enforce 
endpoint interpolation. In the Tchebycheff-norm and L2-norm, the best one-degree reductions 
with endpoint interpolation are obtained in [3,4], respectively. 
In this paper, we consider the one-degree reduction problem with endpoint interpolation in 
the Ll-norm. We obtain the best one-degree reduction of Bdzier curve of the degree n _< 5 with 
endpoint interpolation by using perfect splines. For the higher degree, it is practically impossible 
to get the best one-degree reduction in closed form. For the general degree n, we propose a 'good' 
one-degree reduction by use of an appropriate transform of the Tchebycheff polynomials Un(x) 
of the second kind of degree n. By use of the good one-degree reduction, subdivision algorithm 
is given to get one-degree reduced Bdzier curve within a given tolerance . Finishing this paper, 
some numerical experiments are given in Section 4. 
2. BEST  DEGREE REDUCTION 
Let 7r,* be the set of polynomials of degree n. We denote by ~rn[0, 1] the set of polynomials f 
with f(O) = f(1) -- 0; 
 n[0,1] = { f  e : f (0 )  = f (1 )  = 0} .  
A perfect spline of degree n with r knots 0 < Ul < ..- < ur < 1 on [0, 1] is a function of the form 
P,*(x)=c xn+2E( -1 ) , (x -u i )~ + Ea jx J ,  
i=l j=O 
where c, no,. . . ,  an-: are real constants, and let P~-2[0, 1] be the set of perfect splines of degree n 
satisfying 
1 
P~/(0) = P~/(1) = 0, i = 0, 1 , . . .n  - 2 and P(nn)(x) --- 1, i.e., Ic[ = ~.,. (2.1) 
In this case, we say that the class n-2 P~ [0, 1] corresponds to 7r,*[0, 1] [5]. 
In this section, we find the best one-degree reduction with endpoint interpolation of B~zier 
curves of degree n <_ 5 in the LLnorm by using the following characterization theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. A polynomial P,*-I of degree n - 1 is the best LLapproximation to a given 
polynomial f,* of degree n with endpoint interpolation, if and only if there exists a perfect spline 
Pn in P~-2[0,1], where ,,-2 P~ [0, 1] corresponds to ~rn[0, 1] such that P(n) = sgn (fn - P,*-I). 
For the more general theory of LLapproximation with endpoint interpolation, see [5]. 
First, we consider the best one-degree reduction of the Bdzier curve/2(t)  2 = ~,=o b,B~(t) of 
degree two. Since the coefficient of t 2 in f2(t) is A2b0(# 0), the error function U2 = f2 - Pl is 
obtained easily by 
U2(t) = A2bot(t - I). 
The perfect spline P2(t) corresponding to U2(t) is 
1 2 i -~t  +~t ,  i fA2b0>0,  
P=(t) = I t2 i 
- ~ t, if A2b0 < 0, 
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since P2 6 P°[0,11 and p(2) = sgn (02). Hence, the best one-degree reduction Pl to a given 
B6zier curve f2 is given as 
, , ( t )  = (A=bo + 2Z'bo) t + bo, 
1 
= E-6 ,B I ( t ) ,  
i=O 
where b0 = b0 and bl = b2. 
For the case of higher degree, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. / fa  polynomial Un(t) of degree n is the best Ll-approximation to 0 in [0, 1] with 
Un(0) = U,(1) = 0, then the zeros of Un(t) are symmetric with respect o t = 1/2. 
PROOF. Assume that the polynomial Un is not symmetric with respect o t = 1/2. Let 0~ be 
the polynomial of degree n which has the zeros symmetric to the those of U, with respect to 
t = 1/2, with I[0,,[IL,[O,11 = 1[0:,I[L,[O,I] = k. Define 
1 0:(t)) y.(t) = (O.(t) + 
satisfying Vn(O) = 0 and Vn(1) = 0. Then, we have 
1 0~ L,[O,ll 1 (  I 0" ) =k. IlVnllL'[O,ll = ~ ~r,, + < ~ On L,[O,11 -}- n L,[O,11 
This is a contradiction to the assumption. | 
Now we consider the case of the cubic B4zier curve. By the above lemma, the error function 
03 = f3 -P2  is given by 
Uz(t) = A3bot(t -1 )  (t  -1 )  . 
Let a perfect spline P3 corresponding to U3 be {( ) 1 
ct 3 + a2t 2 + alt + ao, i fO<t< ~, 
( c t 3 -2  t -  +a2t 2+a l t+ao,  elsewhere. 
Since P3 6 P~[0, 11, P3(0) = P~(0) = P3(1) = P~(1) = 0. That is, 
3 
a2 = - -~c,  
a l  : ao  = O. 
If we take 
1 if A3bo > 0, 
6' 
c = _1  if A3b0 < 0, 
6' 
the characterization theorem is satisfied. Therefore, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. For a Bdzier curve fa of degree 3 with A3b0 ~ 0, the best one-degree r duction P2 
of Y3 is given as 
2 
i=O 
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where 
bo -- bo, 
1 3 3 1 
bl = -~ bo + ~ bl + ~ b2 - ~ b3, 
-b2 = ba. 
The Ll-norm error is given by IA3bol/32. 
For the case of degree four, we consider the perfect spline P4 in P42[0, I] with two knots 0 < 
a < f~ < 1 with 
where Ua = ]a - P3. Since p(4) (t) changes sign at a and ;~, we can write 
04(t) = Aabot(t - 1)(t - a ) ( t  - /~) ,  0 < a < f~ < 1. 
We note that  
3 
Ct 4 -{- Za i t i ,  i f0  < t _< a,  
i=0 
3 
P4(t) = c (t 4 - 2(t - 004) "}- E aiti' if a < t _< f~, 
i=0 
3 
C (t 4 -- 2(t - a)  4 + 2(t - ~)4) _{_ Z a'ti' elsewhere. 
i=0 
Since P4 E p2[0, 1], we have 
1 
lel = 
P4(0) -- PI(0) = PI '(0) = 0, 
P4(1) = PI(1) = PI '(1) = 0. 
Equivalently, we have the following matr ix equation: 
(i °° 
1 0 
1 1 
2 1 
2 0 
1 
0 a2 
~C 
1 al 
0 ao 
0 
where 
0 
0 
0 
- -~4(~,~)  
A4((~, f~) = 1 - 2(1 - a)4 + 2(1 - D)4, 
~3(c~, ~) = 1 - 2(1 - a)  a + 2(1 - D)3, 
)~2(a, f~) = 1 - 2(1 - a)  2 + 2(1 - f~)2. 
, 
(2.2)  
(2.3) 
By the Gauss elimination, /ill 0 1 0 0 a3 0 1 0 a2 
0 0 1 -e  
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
(2.4) 
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where 
~t (a, ~) = 2(~ 4 - 2f~ 4 - 8a 3 + 8~ 3 + 12a 2 - 12f~ 2 - 8a + 8f~ - 1, 
(2.5) 
~2(a, f~) = --6a 4 + 6fl 4 + 16a 3 -- 16f] 3 -- 12a 2 + 12/~ 2 -- 1. 
In order for the equation (2.4) to have a solution, a and f~ must be a pair of roots of the system 
of equations (2.5), 
~2(a, ~) = O. (2.6) 
By Lemma 2.2, a + f~ = 1. If we substitute a = 1 - ~ to (2.5), we obtain 
(1(~) = 8fl 3 - 12f ~2 + 8f~ - 3, 
(2(f~) = -8 f l  3 + 12f ~2 - 3. 
(2.7) 
Therefore, we choose an appropriate ~* such that 1/2 < f~* < 1 among solutions of (2(f~) = 0, 
i.e., 
1 4 
f~* = ~ +cos=r .  
So, we have 
Since P4 (4) - sgn (04), we take 
1 4 
a* = 1 -  f~* = ~ - cos~ r .  
c={ 11 '  i fA4b°>0'  
~-~, if A4bo < 0. 
(2.8) 
From (2.4) and (2.8), the perfect spline P4 corresponding to ~'4 is obtained as 
3 
ct4 + E aiP, 
e t4 -2  t -2+ + cos  ) ! 
" / i=O 
c t -2  t -~+cos~l r  
1 4 \4~ 3 
+2 t - ~ - cos =,~/ / + Y"  a,t ~, 
1 4 
i f0  < t < ~ -cos - r ,  
9 
1 4 1 4 
i f~-cos :~r9  <t -<~+c°s - r '  
9 
elsewhere, 
where 
- = ~ +cos~r  , 
a2=al  =a0=0.  
The error function 04 is given as 
( 1 4) (  ,) 
04( t )=A4b0 . t ( t -1 )  t -~+cos~r  t -~-cos~r  . 
Therefore, we have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 2.4. For a Bdzier curve f4 of degree 4 with A4b0 # 0, the best one-degree reduction P3 
of f4 is given as 
3 
p~(t) = ~ ~B~(t), 
i=0 
where 
-bo = bo, 
( 1 1 4 ) ( 4  24 ) (1 ) bl= ~ ~cos 2~r b0+ l+~cos ~lr bl+ -2cos 24r b2 
( ~c°s~:~) ~~ (~-  ~ c°~' ) + _1  {_  9 ~Tr b4, 
(1 ) (14  4) (1 4) lcos24r b0+ - +~cos 2~r bl+ -2cos 2~r b2 
~2 = - 5 
(4  4 ) ( 1 1 4 )  
+ 1+5 c°s29r b3+ 4 3 c°s29r b4, 
b3 = b,t. 
The L l-norm error is given by 
( ( (4 /3 -1  21)  ,~4~o, _~cos -~)~+~cos ~ ~cos(~.)+~ 
The case of degree five is similar to that of degree four. If the solution of the equation 
I 74 - 273 + 72 32 -- 0 (2.9) 
is found, then error function U5 = f5 -P4 can be determined. One of such solutions satisfying 
1/2<'7" <l is  ~.11~ 
=5+ -2~.  
The perfect spline P5 corresponding to br5 is given as 
Ps(t) = 
4 
ct5 + E a~ti' 
( ( , 1~==)~) 4 
c t5 -2  t -~+~ +~a, t  ~, 
/=0 
c t5 -2  t-g+~vq-2-K~ 
°) ' +~ (~-}) +Zo~  
i=0 ( ( l l  )0(1)~ 
c t5 -2  t -5+~vq- : -5 - -~ +2 t -  
-2  t -  + East  i, 
2 4 ~=0 
1 lX/~_ 2vf~ ' if 0 < t < 2 - 
1 ¼vq-2v~<t< 1 
i f s -  - 5' 
i f~<t_<5+ -2v~, 
elsewhere, 
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where 
1 i fA5b0>0,  
c = 120' 
1 if ASb0 < 0, 
120' 
a4 = c. (.y'4 -- 2,7"3 + 27"2 -- 7 " + 3 ) (7  " 1 1 ~  =~+ 
a3 = a2 = al ---- ao -~ O. 
The error function U5 is given as 
1 
Us(t) = ASbo " t ( t -  1) t -  
2 
Now, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.5. For a Bdzier curve f5 of degree five with ASb0 ¢ 0, the best one-degree r duc- 
tion P4 of f5 is given as 
4 
P4 (t) = ~-6,B~(t), 
i=0 
where 
bo 
b2 
b4 = b5. 
The L l-norm error is given by 
--- bo, 
5 5 
1 
bs, 
32v~ 
1 5 5 5 (~ 5 ) ( 1 1 )  
32~ b0 + ~ b, - -~  b~ + ~ b3 + 3£4~ b4 + - + ~ b~, 
1) 
-~-~ + i~  
For the case of degree higher than five, we cannot determine the knots of the corresponding 
perfect spline by this method since a system of nonlinear equations degree > 5 must be solved. 
In the next section, we suggest a 'good' approximation for the general degree n. Although the 
approximation method is not the optimal, it provides a practically useful approximation. 
3. GOOD DEGREE REDUCTION 
AND SUBDIVISION ALGORITHM 
In this section, we describe a 'good' one-degree r duction to a given B~zier curve with endpoint 
interpolation i  the LLnorm. 
Let Un(x) denote the Tchebycheff polynomial Un(x) of the second kind of degree n defined by 
U,~(x) = sin ((n + 1) arccos x) 
sin(arccos x) ' -1  < x < 1. 
For n - 2, 3 , . . . ,  define 
)) U~(t)=Un cos . (2 t -1  , 0<t<l .  (3.10) 
CAHt~ 33:5-D 
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We use this modification U~ (t) to obtain a good one-degree 
Anbo 
pn-l(t) =/h i  t) - 22 n (cos (Tr/(n + 1)))n U~(t) 
( ) = f.(t) - 22" (cos (lr/(n + 1))) n U. cos (2t - 1) , 
for n > 2. The LLnorm of U*(t) is calculated as 
9£o 11 sin ((n + 1) arccos (cos(Tr/(n + 1) ) . (2 t -  1)))1 
[[Un(t)[ILl[0'l] ---- sin (arccos (cos(~r/(n + 1)) : ( -2t - - - i~)  dt 
= 1 fn~/(.+l) [sin((n + 1)0)[ dO 
2cos (~r/(n + 1)) J~/(,+l)  
= 1 [sin p[ dp 
2(n + 1) cos(Tr/(n + 1)) 
n -1  1 
n + 1 cos(~r/(n + 1))" 
(3.11) 
22"(n + 1) 
Now, we consider the question whether it is possible to carry out the degree reduction with 
endpoint interpolation within a given tolerance . It is well known, that  if we subdivide a B~zier 
curve fi~(t) of degree n at the equidistant parameter values ti = i/(k + 1), (i = 1 , . . .  k), the n th 
forward difference of the coefficients in each of the k + 1 segments is 1/(k + 1) n times the original 
difference Anbo and the L l -norm of U*(t) is 1/(k + 1) times the original norm. Using this fact, 
we can determine a subdivision number k so that the error bound e is satisfied: 
(l b01 n-  1 1 ~l /n+l  
• < k + 1. (3 .13)  
~, 2 2n n+ 1 cos( l r / (n+ 1) )n+l .e  ]
The above subdivision scheme can be arranged as in the following algorithm• 
Subd iv i s ion  A lgor i thm.  
(i) Given fn(t) = Y~4~=O biB~(t) and to le rance  e. 
(ii) Subdivision number k is obta ined  as 
[IA%ol n -  1 1 )1/n+1 
k = (int) ~, ~ " n + 1 cos(~r/(n -b 1)) n+l  • ( _  
(i i i) Subd iv ide  fn(t) into k + 1 equid is tant  segments .  
(iv) Using U*(t), apply the good one-degree  reduct ion  to  each 
subd iv ided  Bfizier curve. 
(cos( /(n + 1))) n+l" 
(3.12) 
]Anbo[ (n - 1) 1 
Therefore, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. The Ll-norm error of the good one-degree reduction Pn-1 to a given Bdzier 
curve fn by using (3.10) is given by 
0 
0 
0.02 
-0.02 
0 
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Figure 1. 
4. EXAMPLES 
Figure 1 shows the degree reductions of degree five to degree four with endpoint interpolation. 
A given B6zier curve fs(t) of degree five is 
5 
fs(t) = EbiB5(t ) ,  
i=0 
where b0 -- 1, bl = 3, b2 = 4, b3 -- 4, b4 -- 2, b5 = 1. 
The best one-degree r duction in Section 2 and the good one-degree r duction in Section 3 are 
given as 
(best,t,~ B~(t) + 3.389515 B~(t) + 4.750000- B24(t) + 2.360485 S34(t) + B4(t), Pn- l t  )) = " 
(~°~(t ) )  = B4o(t) + 3.395833. B~(t) + 4.750000 •B~(t) + 2.354167. B~(t) + Bl(t). 
The Ll-norm errors are given by 
, , .  best\  = [A5b0] ( v /2  1)  dl (ln,Pn-x) -3-'~ + 1-~ ~ 7.627 x 10 -3, 
(~ ~ood~ laSb0l 
dl ~J,*,~'n-lJ = 24-27 ~ 7.716 × 10 -3, 
since ASh0 = 5. The top of Figure 1 shows the degree reduced B~zier curves in each method. 
The bottom of Figure 1 shows the error functions in each method. There is no visible difference 
between the best and the good one-degree r duction. 
Table I compares the errors of the best one-degree r ductions with those of the good one-degree 
reductions for degrees 2 < n < 5 with Anbo = 1. 
Finishing this section, the subdivision scheme of the good approximation is done within a given 
tolerance . In the example of Figure 1, the number k is immediately calculated from (3.13) by 
( 5-4  )1/6 
"~ 1.40572, k+l> 21°. 6.~osg(Tr/6) .e 
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Tabl, 1. 
n best 
2 1.667 x I0 - I  
3 3.125 x 10 -2 
4 6.714 ×10 -3 
5 1.525 ×10 -3 
good 
1.667 x 10 -1 
3.125 x 10 -2 
6.763 x 10 -3 
1.543 x 10 -3 
0.001 
-0.001 
I 
Given - -  
.. . . . . . . . .  Subl -*-- 
." ". Snb2 
[ 
0.5 
One subdivision 
I 
Subl ~-  
Sub2 
0.5 
Error 
Figure 2. 
within the tolerance = 0.001. That  is, k = 1. Using this technique, the example fs(t) of 
Figure 1 can be treated by one subdivision within the tolerance = 0.001, which is i l lustrated in 
Figure 2. For the purpose of the practical application, the good one-degree reduction scheme can 
be a more useful method for the general degree n since a prescribed tolerance can be attained 
easily after applying the subdivision scheme by (3.13). 
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